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Abstract
The duration of pre-anthesis developmental phases is of interest in breeding for improved adaptation and yield
potential in temperate cereals. Yet despite numerous studies on the genetic control of anthesis (flowering) time and
floral initiation, little is known about the genetic control of other pre-anthesis phases. Furthermore, little is known
about the effect that changes in the duration of pre-anthesis phases could have on traits related to leaf appearance
and tillering, or dry matter accumulation before terminal spikelet initiation (TS). The genetic control of the leaf and
spikelet initiation phase (LS; from sowing to TS), the stem elongation phase (SE; from TS to anthesis), and, within the
latter, from TS to flag leaf appearance and from then to anthesis, was studied in two doubled-haploid, mapping bread
wheat populations, Cranbrook3Halberd and CD873Katepwa, in two field experiments (ACT and NSW, Australia). The
lengths of phases were estimated from measurements of both TS and the onset of stem elongation. Dry weight per
plant before TS, rate of leaf appearance, tillering rate, maximum number of tillers and number of leaves, and dry weight
per plant at TS were also estimated in the Cranbrook3Halberd population. More genomic regions were identified for
the length of the different pre-anthesis phases than for total time to anthesis. Although overall genetic correlations
between LS and SE were significant and positive, independent genetic variability between LS and SE, and several
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) with different effects on both phases were found in the two populations. Several of these
QTLs (which did not seem to coincide with reported major genes) could be of interest for breeding purposes since
they were only significant for either LS or SE. There was no relationship between LS and the rate of leaf appearance.
LS was strongly and positively correlated with dry weight at TS but only slightly negatively correlated with early vigour
(dry weight before TS). Despite significant genetic correlations between LS and some tillering traits, shortening LS so
as to lengthen SE without modifying total time to anthesis would not necessarily reduce tillering capacity, as QTLs for
tillering traits did not coincide with those QTLs significant only for LS or SE. Therefore, the study of different pre-
anthesis phases is relevant for a better understanding of genetic factors regulating developmental time and may offer
new tools for fine-tuning it in breeding for both adaptability and yield potential.
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Introduction
Optimization of the timing and duration of developmental
phases is the most important factor determining adaptation
to particular environments (Richards, 1991; Worland, 1996;
Cockram et al., 2007). The genetic control of flowering time
has been extensively studied in winter cereals including
wheat (Worland, 1996; Law and Worland, 1997; Laurie
Abbreviations: DW1, dry weight taken for all genotypes on the same date before TS (early vigour); DWTS, dry weight at TS; LN14/09, leaf number taken for all genotypes
on 14 September 2006 (surrogate of rate of leaf appearance); LNTillmax, number of leaves when the maximum number of tillers was reached; LNTS, leaf number at TS;
LS, leaf and spikelet initiation phase (from sowing to either TS or SE0); SE, stem elongation phase (from either TS or SE0 to Z65); SE0, onset of stem elongation; Till/
leaf, Tillmax divided by LNTillmax; Tillmax, maximum number of tillers; TS, terminal spikelet initiation; TS–Z41, phase from TS to flag leaf; Z41, flag leaf (Zadoks stage 41);
Z65, phase from sowing to anthesis (Zadoks stage 65); Z41–Z65, phase from flag leaf to anthesis.
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et al., 2004) and is an important trait in selection in all
breeding programmes. The time of flowering depends on
a series of multiple phenological events. Despite extensive
knowledge of genetic factors leading to the time to floral
initiation and to flowering, little is known about the genetic
control of other pre-flowering phases and the degree of
independence between them. Extending the duration of the
stem elongation phase [SE; from terminal spikelet initiation
(TS) to anthesis] without modifying total time to anthesis
has been proposed to increase yield potential; and a pre-
requisite for its selection is that the duration of the pre-
anthesis phases (before and after TS) should be genetically
independent (Slafer et al., 2001, 2005). The rationale for this
proposition is that the length of the stem elongation phase
is a major yield determinant as the number of fertile florets
at anthesis, which determines the final number of grains, is
set during this phase (Kirby, 1988; Slafer and Rawson,
1994; Fischer, 2007; Miralles and Slafer, 2007).
Several authors have shown that there appears to be
some genetic independence between the durations of
different pre-flowering phases, as the duration of these
phases differed in genotypes with similar time to heading,
both in wheat (Halloran and Pennell, 1982; Whitechurch
et al., 2007) and in barley (Appleyard et al., 1982; Kitchen
and Rasmusson, 1983; Kernich et al., 1995, 1997; Borra`s
et al., 2009). Other authors have also suggested that
different pre-heading phases could be changed without
modifying time to anthesis, as responses to vernalization,
photoperiod, and temperature can each differ greatly
among genotypes and between phases (Slafer and Rawson,
1994; Slafer, 1996; Miralles and Richards, 2000; Gonza´lez
et al., 2002).
In wheat, some major genes are well characterized, and
candidate genes have been identified for them: the photope-
riod response genes Ppd-D1, Ppd-B1, and Ppd-A1 on
chromosome group 2 (Welsh et al., 1973; Law et al., 1978;
Scarth and Law, 1983; Mohler et al., 2004), identified as
PRR-like genes (Beales et al., 2007; Wilhelm et al., 2009);
the vernalization response genes Vrn-A1, Vrn-B1, and Vrn-
D1 on chromosome group 5 (Law et al., 1976; Worland
et al., 1987; Galiba et al., 1995), which are MADS-box
transcription factors similar to APETALA1 in Arabidopsis
(Yan et al., 2003; Trevaskis et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2005);
Vrn-B3 on 7BS (Law and Worland, 1997) which has been
identified as an FT-like gene (Yan et al., 2006), as have its
homologues Vrn-A3 and Vrn-D3 on 7AS and 7DS, re-
spectively (Bonnin et al., 2008); and Vrn-A2 and Vrn-B2,
identified as ZCCT genes (Dubcovsky et al., 1998; Yan
et al., 2004; Distelfeld et al., 2009). However, many other
genetic factors, related to intrinsic earliness or with a less
well known role in the response to major factors de-
termining developmental time (photoperiod and tempera-
ture, both vernalizing and non-vernalizing), have been
identified, as Eps-2B on 2BS (Scarth and Law, 1983; Shindo
et al., 2003); Eps-Am on 1AL sensitive to temperature
(Bullrich et al., 2002; Appendino and Slafer, 2003); Vrn-D4
close to the centromere in 5D (Yoshida et al., 2010), and
other earliness per se genes on 5AL (Kato et al., 2002); as
well as several other quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for
heading time whose position did not seem to coincide with
that of the mentioned genes and loci (e.g. Sourdille et al.,
2000; Shindo et al., 2003; Kuchel et al., 2006; Griffiths
et al., 2009). All these studies show that the genetic control
of heading time is under strong but complex genetic control,
with genetic factors found on almost all wheat chromo-
somes (Worland, 1996; Law and Worland, 1997).
Despite this extensive genetic knowledge, little is known
regarding how the different flowering genes affect the
durations of the different pre-heading phases. In some
studies using chromosome substitution, near-isogenic, and/
or single chromosome recombinant lines, Ppd-D1 and Ppd-
B1 alleles had different effects on the duration of pre-
heading phases and on their response to photoperiod,
although the results were contingent on both the genetic
background and environmental conditions of each experi-
ment (see the results and the review by Gonza´lez et al.,
2005). Lewis et al. (2008) demonstrated that alleles of
a cultivar and a wild accession of Triticum monoccocum for
Eps-Am had different effects on the duration of the leaf and
spikelet initiation phase (due to different sensitivity to
temperature), but not on stem elongation. On the other
hand, studies using a whole-genome QTL approach found
that the pre-flowering phases before and after the onset of
stem elongation [the leaf and the spikelet initiation phase
(LS) and the SE] were generally not correlated and several
different QTLs were identified between both phases, in rice
(Zhou et al., 2001) and barley (Borra`s-Gelonch et al., 2010;
G Borra`s-Gelonch et al., unpublished results). Moreover,
many of the QTLs responsible for the genetic control of the
different pre-heading phases had little or no effect on total
time to heading (Zhou et al., 2001; Borra`s-Gelonch et al.,
2010; G Borra`s-Gelonch et al., unpublished results), and
some of these differences were maintained under different
conditions of photoperiod and temperature (G Borra`s-
Gelonch et al., unpublished results).
Given that little is known about the genetic control of the
different pre-anthesis phases in wheat, the first objective of
the present study was to identify genetic factors contribut-
ing to durations of LS and SE in two wheat mapping
populations, Cranbrook3Halberd (Cr/Ha) and CD873Ka-
tepwa (Cd/Ka). Cranbrook and CD87 contain the Rht-B1
(4B) dwarfing allele, insensitive to gibberellin, whereas
Halberd and Katepwa contain the tall (wild-type) allele at
this locus (Rebetzke et al., 2007). Cranbrook, Halberd, and
CD87 are considered as spring cultivars and are broadly
adapted to most Australian growing conditions, while
Katepwa is also a spring cultivar but has a Canadian origin
(Rebetzke et al., 2007). Although differences in heading
time between Cranbrook and Halberd and between CD87
and Katepwa are commonly small, transgressive segrega-
tion contributes to large among-progeny differences in both
populations. In turn, several QTLs for heading date have
been previously reported (Coleman et al., 2001; Rebetzke
et al., 2008).
Several authors have shown that there is a close relation-
ship between the onset of stem elongation and apex
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development in both wheat and barley, and, in wheat, the
onset of stem elongation (SE0, with the stem ;5 mm long)
occurs around the stamen primordium stage (central
spikelets), a few days before TS (Kirby and Appleyard,
1981; Kirby et al., 1994; McMaster, 1997, and several
references therein). However, it is not clear if there is
variation in the timing of TS and SE0 between genotypes.
Therefore, the appropriateness of the use of TS (the most
direct measurement in wheat which marks the end of
spikelet initiation) and SE0 (which is much easier to
estimate than TS) for determining the duration of the LS
and SE phases in populations containing large number of
genotypes was compared.
Finally, little is known of the effect that manipulating the
duration of different pre-anthesis phases might have on leaf
appearance and tillering (which may be important for an
early crop canopy formation), or on dry matter accumula-
tion before TS. Given that early vigour has been shown to
be a favourable trait for breeding temperate cereals under
some Mediterranean conditions (Richards et al., 2002),
another objective was to study the effect that the length of
LS could have on several traits related to leaf and tiller
appearance, and dry matter accumulation before TS.
Materials and methods
Materials and trials
Two wheat mapping populations [168 double-haploid (DH) lines
from Cr/Ha and 144 DH lines from Cd/Ka] were used in this
study. Details on the development of both populations can be
found in Kammholz et al. (2001). In addition to both DH
populations and their parents, 18 spring and winter cultivars were
sown as commercial checks.
Experiments were located at Ginninderra, ACT (3511’S 149
05#E, 606 m) and Gundibindyal, NSW (3427’S 147 47’E, 305 m),
Australia. DH lines from Cr/Ha and from Cd/Ka were sown in
adjacent trials on 7 June 2006 and 20 June 2006 at each site,
respectively, following a row and column latinized experimental
design augmented with parents and checks, with two complete
replicates per DH line at Ginninderra (a total of 384 and 320 plots
for Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka, respectively) and one replicate per DH line
at Gundibindyal (224 and 192 plots for Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka,
respectively), at a sowing rate of 220 seeds m2. Gundibindyal
was rainfed and experienced 2–3 C warmer monthly mean
temperatures than the irrigated Ginninderra experiment. Each plot
consisted of five rows, 6 m long and 0.17 m apart.
Traits studied
When the onset of stem elongation was detected in the first most
developmentally advanced lines, five plants were sampled weekly
in all plots at each trial (two or three samplings, or more times for
those plots that had not yet reached TS). Plants from these
samplings were dissected to determine the apex stage until TS. The
SE0 (considered to be when the first internode had elongated ;0.5
cm; Kirby and Appleyard, 1981) was also determined from these
samples and additionally from plots monitored in the field. Also
from these samples, the number of leaves (following the Haun
scale; Haun, 1973) and tillers were counted, and dry weight was
determined in the Cr/Ha population only. Zadoks stages (Zadoks
et al., 1974) were recorded in each plot twice per week in
Ginninderra and weekly in Gundibindyal from soon before the
first flag leaves emerged in plants in the trial until the plot reached
anthesis, to estimate dates on which flag leaf (Zadoks 41) and
anthesis (Zadoks 65) were reached in each plot.
Based on the above measurements, durations were determined
for: the entire phase from sowing to anthesis (Z65); the leaf and
spikelet initiation phase (LS), from sowing to TS; the stem
elongation phase (SE), from TS to anthesis; and, within SE, the
two subphases from TS to flag leaf (TS–Z41) and from flag leaf to
anthesis (Z41–Z65). Additionally, the SE/LS ratio was calculated
to test more objectively differences in the genetic control between
LS and SE in subsequent QTL analyses. The phases LS, SE, and
TS–Z41 were also calculated using SE0 as a surrogate for TS.
Durations of all phases were calculated in degree-days using a base
temperature of 0 C. Data on days to anthesis from previous trials
for Cr/Ha (Ginninderra in 2002, 2003 and 2004; Gundibindyal in
2002 and 2004) were also included in the QTL analyses.
Several traits related to leaf and tiller appearance, and dry
matter accumulation before TS were studied in the Cr/Ha
population. Dry weight of five plants from the first sampling
(DW1), when the great majority of plants had not reached the TS
stage (and therefore plants had not started the period with the
maximum rate of dry matter accumulation), was studied as a trait
related to early vigour. In the subset of lines dry weight was also
studied at earlier stages (3 and 2 weeks before the most advanced
genotype had reached TS).
As phyllochron could not be directly calculated in each plot,
a surrogate of the rate of leaf appearance (assuming no differences
in emergence time) was taken by determining the number of leaves
on the same date for all plots (LN14/09, second sampling, on 14
September 2006). The stage at which this trait was estimated (with
plants having 6–7 leaves) was late enough to appreciate accumu-
lated differences in Haun stage due to differences in the rate of leaf
appearance. The rate of leaf appearance (or its reciprocal,
phyllochron) in wheat can change, particularly with long cycles or
growing seasons, but this usually happens for the latest leaves
(from about the seventh leaf onwards; Slafer and Rawson, 1997;
Miralles and Richards, 2000). In agreement with these authors, in
the subset of lines (with six data points for rate of leaf appearance,
until the 7–8th leaf) a change in the slope of rate of leaf
appearance for any genotype was not observed. DW1 and LN14/09
were subsequently estimated using data from both sites.
Maximum number of tillers (Tillmax) and the Haun stage when
this was reached (LNTillmax) were estimated from all samplings in
each plot, as tiller mortality normally occurs in field conditions
after TS (McMaster, 1997). Another trait was estimated dividing
Tillmax by the mean number of main shoot leaves in the plot when
Tillmax was reached (Till/leaf). This trait integrates differences in
the onset and in the rate of tillering (independent of the effect of
phyllochron), two attributes that could be important in early
development of the crop canopy. The number of leaves and dry
weight in each plot when plants reached TS (LNTS and DWTS,
respectively) were also studied. These traits (Tillmax, LNTillmax,
Till/leaf, LNTS, and DWTS) were estimated only at Ginninderra.
Additionally 14 DH lines from the Cr/Ha population, selected
using data from previous experiments as differing widely in time to
heading, and five cultivars (including Cranbrook and Halberd)
with contrasting time to heading, were sampled (five plants) every
week from the stage of double ridge or before until ;1 week
before the first genotypes unfolded the flag leaf (a total of eight
samplings), in two replicates per genotype at Ginninderra. From
these samples, the numbers of leaves and tillers were counted, and
the apex stage and dry weight determined.
For the subset of lines, additional measurements were made on
phyllochron and rate of tillering: phyllochron was estimated as the
inverse of the slope from the regression between the number of
leaves and thermal time (in that case, independently of possible
differences in emergence time). The coefficient of regression was
>0.95 for all genotypes. The rate of tillering was estimated from
the regression of the number of tillers against both thermal time
and number of leaves, with data from the first sampling (when all
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plants had already started tillering and, thus, independently of
differences in the onset of tillering) until the maximum number of
tillers was reached. The coefficient of regression (using both
thermal time and number of leaves) ranged from 0.80 to 0.99
between genotypes.
Statistical analyses
Genotype and genotype3environment variance components and
Best Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUPs) were estimated for each
trait and population by fitting a mixed model, in which site,
replicate within site, and checks within site were considered as
fixed factors, while row within site, column within site, genotype,
and genotype3site were considered as random factors. Narrow-
sense heritabilities were calculated on a line-mean basis as:
h2 ¼ r2g=

r2g þ r2ge=eþ r2res=re

where r2g is the variance component of genotypes; r
2
ge, the
variance component of the interaction genotype3environment (or
site); r2res, the error; e, the number of sites, and r, the number of
replicates per experiment. To study genetic factors (in the QTL
analyses) independent of the duration of the LS phase, BLUPs for
DW1, LN14/09, LNTS, DWTS, Tillmax, LNTillmax, and Till/leaf were
also estimated using the same model but including LS as
a covariable. All analyses were performed with Genstat versions
11 and 12 (Payne et al., 2009). Genetic correlations were broadly
estimated as correlations between BLUPs (main genotypic effects).
BLUPs for traits estimated only in Cr/Ha were used in a principal
component analysis and biplots [performed with SC-Biplot (Smit
and Tjia, 1995), which uses the technique described in Chapter 2 of
Gower and Hand (1996)] to illustrate genetic correlations with LS
and between them. Columns were standardized, as variables had
different unities, and centred (mean equal to zero). The genetic
correlation between any two variables can be approximated by
the cosine of the angle formed by their two vectors, provided that
the two principal components of the biplot retain most of the
variation. When this was not the case and the model failed to
explain correlations with those variables, the direct estimated
coefficients of correlation were included in the text.
Genetic maps used in QTL mapping contained 405 and 445
markers [restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs),
amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs), microsatel-
lites, diversity arrays technology (DArT), some known genes and
proteins] for Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka, respectively, and were developed
by Chalmers et al. (2001), and adapted by Lehmensiek et al. (2005)
and Rebetzke et al. (2008). Single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) for Rht-B1 and Ppd-D1 (the causative polymorphisms)
were also included. The total length of the maps was 3032 cM and
2989 cM for Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka, respectively.
The QTL analyses were performed by running interval mapping
and the restricted multiple QTL mapping method in MAPQTL,
and by composite interval mapping using the mixed-model QTL
subroutines implemented in Genstat version 12 (Payne et al.,
2009). Significance thresholds were estimated by permutation tests
in MAPQTL (LOD¼2.9–3.1) and by Li and Ji’s adjustment for the
false discovery rate approach (Li and Ji, 2005) in Genstat
[–log10(P-value)¼3.5 in Cr/Ha and –log10(P-value)¼3.4 in Cd/Ka],
using a genome-wide significance level of 0.05 in both cases.
Two-locus epistasis analyses were undertaken fitting a mixed
model for each trait including as fixed factors environment,
replicate within environment, all significant QTLs (closest markers
to the most significant loci) ordered by their significance level for
the considered trait, all two-level interactions, and the interaction
of each QTL with environment. The random factors were also row
within environment, column within environment, and the remain-
ing genotype and genotype3environment terms. The main focus of
these analyses was studying epistasis, since for all traits (except
heading date), the number of environments was too limited for
studying specifically QTL3environment.
Results
Genetic variability and distributions
The range of variability between DH lines for LS, SE, and
Z65 was large in both populations (;200, 150, and 300 Cd,
or 20, 15, and 20 d, respectively) (Fig. 1) and heritabilities
estimated for all phases were high, except for Z41–Z65
(Table 1). This large genetic variability reflected trans-
gressive segregation since differences between parents were
much smaller than the range of DH lines considering the
SED (average standard error of differences) and confidence
attributable to it (Fig. 1). Cranbrook had slightly longer LS
than Halberd (;4 d), but both had a similar duration of
SE, which resulted in Cranbrook reaching anthesis ;2–3
d later than Halberd. CD87 and Katepwa had similar
values for all pre-anthesis subphases (LS, SE, TS–Z41, and
Z41–Z65). LS and SE were slightly longer for CD87 than
for Katepwa, resulting in slightly later anthesis (;3 d) of
the former.
Distributions of DH lines in the Cr/Ha population were
slightly skewed towards smaller values for LS, TS–Z41, and
Z65, and approximately normal for SE and Z41–Z65. In the
Cd/Ka population, distributions were clearly skewed to-
wards smaller values for LS, bimodal and also skewed with
some overlap for Z65, slightly skewed for TS–Z41, and
approximately normal for SE and Z41–Z65. Mid-parent
values were not significantly different from the DH
population mean for any of the studied traits.
Genetic variability and heritabilities were also quite large
for the other traits studied in the Cr/Ha population, with
the exception of the number of leaves when the maximum
number of tillers was reached (Tables 1, 2). For these traits,
differences between parents were also very small compared
with differences between DH lines (differences among
progeny were from 3- to 5-fold the mean SED, except for
LNTS for which there was more variability, i.e. 9-fold the
mean SED; Table 2). However, genotype variance compo-
nents were reduced by half for Till/leaf, and at least 5-fold
for LNTS, DWTS, and Tillmax when these traits were
analysed with LS as covariable, and, thus, heritabilities
were lower (Table 1). In contrast, for DW1, LN14/09, and
LNTillmax, the heritability was little reduced when including
LS as a covariable. Distributions were also skewed
towards low values for LNTS, DWTS, and Tillmax, while
they were approximately normal for DW1, LN14/09,
LNTillmax, and Till/leaf.
Contrasting use of terminal spikelet with onset of stem
elongation
There were no substantial differences between the results
using phases estimated with TS and phases estimated using
SE0. Correlations on a plot mean basis between LS
estimated with TS and LS estimated with SE0 were very
high (>0.90 in all trials) while genetic correlations were even
higher (r¼0.96, P <0.001 for both populations). The TS
stage occurred among genotypes, between 25 Cd to 60 Cd
(3–6 d) later than SE0 in Cr/Ha and, with few exceptions,
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Table 1. Variance components for genotype, genotype3environment, and residual, with their standard errors, for different traits
assessed in the Cranbrook3Halberd (Cr/Ha) and CD873Katepwa (Cd/Ka) DH populations.
Durations of phases were estimated with the onset of stem elongation (SE0) or with terminal spikelet (TS). Narrow-sense heritabilities are
also given. Values in parentheses are heritabilities when TS was included in the model as covariable. Traits are defined in the text.
Trait Genotype SE G3E SE Residual SE h2
Cr/Ha LS (SE0) (Cd) 2284 287 328 74 340 34 0.89
LS (TS) (Cd) 2312 284 243 64 351 34 0.91
SE (SE0) (Cd) 690 139 427 109 627 59 0.62
SE (TS) (Cd) 786 132 221 86 599 56 0.72
SE0–Z41 (Cd) 971 164 368 105 640 61 0.71
TS–Z41 (Cd) 973 161 366 102 598 57 0.72
Z41–Z65 (Cd) 93 50 190 67 483 45 0.27
Z65 (Cd) 5316 617 361 77 351 33 0.95
SE/LS ratio (1/10 000) 13.1 3.9 4.9 4.5 42.2 3.9 0.44
DW1 (g) 0.122 0.018 0.520 0.40 (0.35)
LN14/09 0.036 0.001 0.054 0.66 (0.64)
LNTS
a 0.365 0.047 – 0.104 0.011 0.88 (0.56)
DWTS (g)
a 1.225 0.245 – 1.154 0.149 0.68 (0.27)
Tillmaxa 1.066 0.24 – 1.734 0.18 0.55 (0.25)
LNTillmax
a 0.036 0.020 – 0.216 0.023 0.25 (0.25)
Till/leafa 0.0264 0.0051 – 0.0313 0.0032 0.63 (0.39)
Cd/Ka LS (SE0) (Cd) 1857 292 846 135 135 33 0.80
LS (TS) (Cd) 3143 418 506 92 275 29 0.90
SE (SE0) (Cd) 1382 303 1366 234 648 69 0.61
SE (TS) (Cd) 880 221 1133 199 602 64 0.53
SE0–Z41 (Cd) 1619 320 1217 227 761 81 0.65
TS–Z41 (Cd) 993 236 1130 207 647 69 0.56
Z41–Z65 (Cd) 39 46 133 65 507 49 0.14
Z65 (Cd) 6622 846 801 137 410 43 0.92
SE/LS ratio (1/10 000) 18.5 6.5 31.9 7.2 30.9 3.2 0.41
a Traits estimated only at Ginninderra.
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Fig. 1. Distributions of DH line means (BLUPs) for the phases LS, SE, Z65, TS–Z41, and Z41–Z65 (estimated using TS). Values for
parents are indicated with arrows (Cr, Cranbrook; H, Halberd; Cd, CD87; K, Katepwa); SED, average standard error of differences
between BLUPs.
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between 15 Cd and 65 Cd (2–7 d) later than SE0 in Cd/Ka
(Fig. 2). The amount of residual variance compared with
the sum of genotype and genotype3site variance compo-
nents [rR/(rG+rG3E)] was almost equal between both
methods for LS, SE, and TS–Z41 or SE0–Z41 (Table 1), as
well as the amount of genotype3site variance components
compared with genotype variance components (rG/rG3E).
Thus, estimated heritabilities for LS, SE, and TS–Z41 were
also very similar (Table 1) and coefficients of genetic
correlations between each pair of traits were almost
identical (data not shown). There were only some differ-
ences in the detection of some minor QTLs (see the section
‘Differences in QTL effects between pre-anthesis phases’).
Therefore, for the sake of brevity, only traits estimated with
TS are present (since it is the most direct measurement of
the end of the spikelet initiation phase), except in the QTL
analysis section where the differences observed between the
two methods will be assessed.
Genetic correlations
Genetic correlations between LS and SE were highly
significant for both populations (Table 3). However, given
that correlations between LS and SE only explained 37% (Cr/
Ha) or 16% (Cd/Ka) of the variation, there is considerable
variability in LS and SE for any given value of total time to
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Fig. 2. (A) Relationships between LS estimated with the onset of jointing (SE0) and with terminal spikelet (TS), and (B) histograms for the
difference between SE0 and TS, in the wheat mapping populations Cranbrook3Halberd and CD873Katepwa.
Table 2. Parental means (BLUPs), standard error of differences
(SED) for comparisons between parents, and mean, minimum, and
maximum of the DH population and mean SED between BLUPs for
DH lines in the Cranbrook3Halberd population, for dry weight (five
plants) at the first sampling before the onset of stem elongation
(DW1), and the number of leaves at the second sampling (as
a surrogate of the rate of leaf appearance, LN14/09), dry weight (also
five plants), and number of leaves at terminal spikelet (DWTS and
LNTS), maximum number of tillers (Tillmax), number of leaves when
Tillmax was reached (LNTillmax), and Tillers/leaf.
Trait Parents DH progeny
Cranbrook Halberd SED Mean Minimum Maximum SED
DW1 (g) 3.08 3.39 0.23 3.33 2.87 4.19 0.38
LN14/09 6.56 6.69 0.08 6.65 6.28 7.05 0.17
LNTS 6.81 6.58 0.15 6.89 5.80 8.47 0.31
DWTS (g) 5.14 4.17 0.47 4.70 3.46 8.79 0.96
Tillmax 6.56 6.72 0.57 6.54 5.26 9.37 0.99
LNTillmax 6.73 6.72 0.15 6.73 6.50 7.10 0.21
Tillers/leaf 0.904 0.903 0.08 0.905 0.668 1.406 0.14
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anthesis in both populations (Fig. 3). In Cr/Ha, the trend of
the relationship between LS and SE was linear, and for most
durations of total time to anthesis there was a similar range
of variability in LS and SE (50–80 Cd). On the other hand,
in Cd/Ka, the relationship was approximately quadratic,
resulting in a reduced range of variability in LS and SE for
short durations of Z65 (50 Cd as much), and a wide range in
LS and SE for long durations of Z65 (;125–175 Cd) (Fig.
3). Total time to anthesis was slightly more by LS than by SE
in both populations (Table 3), and variation in SE was
explained mainly by TS–Z41, while no significant correlation
was found between SE and Z41–Z65. Z41–Z65 was nega-
tively correlated, although not strongly, with the duration of
the previous phases.
Genetic correlations between LS and traits related to leaf
and tiller appearance and dry matter accumulation before
TS in the Cr/Ha population are illustrated in Fig. 4 for
those traits in which most variability is explained by the
biplot. This is the case for all traits except DW1, which was
only slightly correlated with LS (r¼ –0.27) but not with the
remainder of the traits (not included in the biplot). The
abscissa axis seemed related to the duration of LS and
characters that had highly significant (P <0.001) correla-
tions with that phase: LNTS (r¼0.85), DWTS (r¼0.69),
Tillmax (r¼0.58), and Till/leaf (r¼0.58). On the other hand,
LN14/09 and LNTillmax had little relationship to the duration
of LS (r¼ –0.25 and –0.01, respectively; only the former was
significant) and the other traits, while both were correlated
between each other (r¼0.49).
These relationships between LS and traits related to leaf
and tiller appearance and dry weight before TS were also
observed in the subset of DH lines, which were studied in
more detail, with coefficients of correlation similar to those
estimated for the whole population (Fig. 5). The range of
variability in LS for this subset of lines (selected from
previous studies for being the most early or late in heading
time) was 180 Cd (;2 weeks). The dry weight of five plants
in the first two samplings (in that case 3 and 2 weeks,
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Fig. 3. Variability in SE versus LS (A) for the Cranbrook3Halberd population and (B) for CD873Katepwa. Filled circles indicate values for
parents. Diagonal lines join values with the same total time to anthesis.
Table 3. Genetic correlations between the phases LS, SE, TS–Z41, Z65, and the SE/LS ratio in the Cranbrook3Halberd (below the
diagonal) and CD873Katepwa (above the diagonal) populations.
Upper values in each cell represent the coefficients of correlation, and values in parentheses are P-values under the null hypothesis that
the correlation is statistically different from zero.
LS SE TS–Z41 Z41–Z65 Z65
LS – 0.41 0.47 –0.19 0.90
(0.001) (<0.001) (0.025) (<0.001)
SE 0.61 – 0.91 0.14 0.77
(<0.001) (<0.001) (0.099) (<0.001)
TS–Z41 0.64 0.85 – –0.27 0.76
(<0.001) (<0.001) 0.001 <0.001
Z41–Z65 –0.21 0.06 –0.46 – –0.06
(0.005) (0.415) (<0.001) 0.476
Z65 0.93 0.85 0.81 –0.11 –
(<0.001) (<0.001) (<0.001) (0.137)
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respectively, before the most advanced genotype reached
TS) was also little correlated with LS (negatively in any
case). Phyllochron and LNTillmax were not correlated with
LS, whereas Tillmax, LNTS, and DWTS were highly and
positively correlated with LS (r¼0.8, 0.9, and 0.9, respec-
tively). Tillmax in this subset of lines was mainly explained
by the rate of tillering (estimated with both Tillmax versus
thermal time and Tillmax versus number of appeared
leaves, r¼0.94 and r¼0.84, respectively), whereas it was not
correlated with the timing of tiller cessation (neither in
thermal time nor with LNTillmax).
Differences in QTL effects between pre-anthesis phases
The QTLs with the strongest effects on Z65 were located on
chromosome groups 2 and 7 in both Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka, and
these major QTLs [–log10(P-value) >10] were significant for
both LS and SE (Table 4 and Fig. 6). Both populations
segregated for Ppd-D1, which had the strongest effects on
most phases and other traits. However, several different QTL
effects were found between LS and SE, most of them from
numerous relatively minor QTLs [–log10(P-value) <5–6] that
had an effect only on LS or SE. In Table 4, QTLs are
grouped by chromosomal regions if their confidence interval
overlapped (designated with the chromosome name and
a subscript; see also Supplementary Fig. S1 available at JXB
online). The QTLs could be separated into four groups by
considering differences in their effects between LS and SE.
(i) The first group comprised those that were significant for
both phases, with similar significance and effects, and
therefore were significant for Z65 but not for the SE/LS
ratio. This is the case for Ppd-D1 in Cr/Ha (although effects
and significance were greater on LS than on SE; for TS–Z41
its effects were comparable with LS) and the QTLs on 4A
and 7A2 in Cr/Ha (the latter with an effect on LS also
greater than on SE), and on 7D in Cd/Ka.
(ii) Two major QTLs were significant for both LS and SE,
but with much greater effects on LS than on SE, so they were
also significant for the SE/LS ratio: a QTL on 2B1 in Cr/Ha
and Ppd-D1 for Cd/K. The significance and effects of these
QTLs for LS were about twice or more than for SE (Table
4). There was even a minor QTL on 4B1 in Cr/Ha (or two
linked QTLs) which was significant and with similar effects
on both phases but with opposite effects between them.
(iii) Another set of QTLs were significant for LS but not for
SE [and even no –log10(P-value) peak was detected for SE]:
QTLs on 2D2, 3A, 5A2,5B, and 7B in Cr/Ha; and QTLs on
1B, 1D, 3A2, 5A1, and 5B in Cd/Ka (Table 4). Most of these
QTLs were also significant for the SE/LS ratio, although
most of them had smaller additive effects on LS than the
QTLs in the previous groups (Table 4).
(iv) Finally several minor QTLs were significant for SE but
not for LS: QTLs on 1A, 1B, 5A3, and 7A3 in Cr/Ha; and
QTLs on 3A1, 6A, 6D, and 7A2 in Cd/Ka.
There were also differences in the genetic control between
the two subphases within SE (TS–Z41 and Z41–Z65) (Table
4; Supplementary Fig. S2 at JXB onlimne). As expected,
given the lower heritability for Z41–Z65 relative to the
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Fig. 4. Biplot illustrating genetic correlations between LS, DW1, LN14/09, LNTS, Tillmax, LNTillmax, and Till/leaf for parents and progeny of
Cranbrook3Halberd. Values in parentheses indicate variability explained by each axis. Open circles, BLUPs for DH lines; filled circles,
BLUPs for parents: C, Cranbrook; H, Halberd.
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Fig. 5. Relationships between LS and several traits related to leaf and tiller appearance and dry matter accumulation (five plants) before
terminal spikelet, for a subset of DH lines from the cross Cranbrook3Halberd (filled circles) and five cultivars, including both Cranbrook
and Halberd (open triangles).
Table 4. Position, nearest molecular marker, –log10 (P-value), and additive genetic effect of significant QTLs identified for duration of
phases and other traits by composite interval mapping.
Negative values indicate an increase in the value of the trait from Cranbrook or CD87 alleles, whereas positive values indicate an increase
in the value of the trai from Halberd or Katepwa.
Dashed lines indicate separate groups of QTLs whose confidence interval did not overlap.
Chromosome Trait Marker Position (cM) –log10 (P-value) Effect
Cranbrook3Halberd
SEa (Cd) RGA36b(2) 43.8 3.0 4.5
1A SE/LS ratio ksuG9c 55.3 3.0 0.0054
LN14/09 wPt-4886 61.7 7.9 0.050
1B SEa (Cd) bcd265a 99.5 3.3 4.5
1D TS–Z41a (Cd) wmc432 36.6 3.0 4.5
2A DWTS (g) wPt-8243 42.9 3.4 0.210
Z65 (5 trials) (days) wPt-3983 41.9 8.8 –0.85
Z65 (Cd) wPt-0615 59.5 11.9 –21.0
LS (Cd) wPt-0615 59.5 15.7 –15.6
SE (Cd) wPt-0615 59.5 3.4 –5.6
2B1 TS–Z41 (Cd) wPt-3983 41.9 8.0 –8.8
SE/LS ratio psr596 65.8 3.8 0.0062
DWTS (g) wPt-0615 59.5 3.2 –0.200
LNTS wPt-3983 41.9 12.3 –0.202
Tillmax wPt-0615 59.5 3.1 –0.175
Tillers/leaf mwg950 63.3 3.4 –0.029
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Table 4. Continued
Chromosome Trait Marker Position (cM) –log10 (P-value) Effect
2B2 LN14/09 stm604tgag 98.8 4.3 0.036
Z65 (5 trials) (days) Ppd-D1 39.3 83.7 2.7
Z65 (Cd) Ppd-D1 39.4 67.3 53.1
LS (Cd) Ppd-D1 39.4 48.6 29.9
SE (Cd) Ppd-D1 39.4 24.2 17.1
TS–Z41 (Cd) Ppd-D1 39.4 63.2 23.8
2D1 Z41–Z65 (Cd) Ppd-D1 39.4 6.2 –3.2
DW1 (g) Ppd-D1 39.4 4.4 –0.069
DWTS (g) Ppd-D1 39.4 10.7 0.389
LNTS Ppd-D1 39.4 31.1 0.323
Tillmax Ppd-D1 39.4 5.1 0.242
Tillers/leaf Ppd-D1 39.4 6.8 0.044
LS (Cd) stm551tgag 76.9 4.7 8.8
2D2 SE/LS ratio stm551tgag 76.9 8.2 –0.0100
LNTS stm551tgag 76.9 7.9 0.157
2D3 LN14/09 gwm382 119.7 4.4 0.037
LNTillmax P31/M54-1 135.6 4.3 0.032
3A LS (Cd) stm99tctg 54.0 4.3 –7.7
SE/LS ratio wPt-1681 51.0 3.9 0.0064
3B Z41–Z65 (Cd) wPt-8096 104.0 3.4 2.4
LSb (Cd) psr115 78.1 3.9 –7.1
4A SEa (Cd) wmc258 67.8 4.7 –5.6
TS–Z41a psr115 78.1 3.5 –5.1
LS (Cd) cdo669b 32.6 3.7 6.9
SEb (Cd) cdo669b 32.6 3.8 –5.3139
4B1 TS–Z41 (Cd) wPt-1931 22.4 4.1 –6.0
SE/LS ratio cdo669b 32.6 7.8 –0.0094
DWTS (g) wPt-1931 22.4 3.2 0.217
4B2 Z65 (Cd) ksuC2 57.2 3.4 10.0
5A1 Z65 (5 trials) (days) wg564a 75.2523 3.8 –0.48
Z65 (5 trials) (days) psr426 130.548 3.1 –0.43
5A2 Z65 (Cd) psr426 130.5 3.3 –9.8
LS (Cd) psr426 130.5 4.5 –7.8
SE/LS ratio psr426 130.5 3.7 0.0062
SE (Cd) B1-Tipped1 204.2 3.5 –5.5
5A3 Z41–Z65 (Cd) B1-Tipped1 204.2 12.6 –4.7
SE/LS ratio gwm6a 187.3 4.2 –0.0065
5B LSa (Cd) stm548tgag 80.4 4.2 –7.6
5D1 SE/LS ratio psr326b 56.0 2.9 0.0052
5D2 LN14/09 stm566agac 192.8 3.3 –0.032
6B DW1 (g) gwm88 8.7 4.6 –0.071
LN14/09 wg232b 9.6 3.8 0.033
6D1 Z65 (5 trials) (days) wg933 59.8 3.1 0.42
DW1 (g) wg933 59.8 3.1 –0.055
6D2 LNTS scuM1 113.6 3.2 0.106
7A1 LN14/09 bcd873a 4.8 3.8 –0.033
Z65 (5 trials) (days) wPt-7785 64.4 5.6 –1.3
Z65 (Cd) wmc83 74.8 8.3 –16.2
LS (Cd) wmc83 74.8 7.3 –9.9
7A2 SE (Cd) wmc83 74.8 3.4 –5.3
TS–Z41 (Cd) wmc83 74.8 3.0 –4.5
DWTS (g) cdo595 84.7 3.9 –0.215
Tillmax wmc83 74.8 7.1 –0.268
Tillers/leaf wmc83 74.8 8.0 –0.047
7A3 SE
b (Cd) stm503acag2 100.4 3.4 6.7
SE/LS ratio stm503acag2 100.4 3.8 0.0070
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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other phases, fewer QTLs for that phase were detected,
although some were highly significant. Some of them
coincided with the position of QTLs for previous phases
but with opposite effects: Ppd-D1 in Cr/Ha; on 4B (on the
Rht-B1 position) and on 6B in Cd/Ka (both significant only
for TS–Z41 and Z41–Z65). The other two QTLs for Z41–
Z65 in Cr/Ha had no effect on previous phases: on 3B and
on 5A3 (Table 4).
Some significant epistatic interactions were detected in
both populations (Table 5). Several of the QTLs for
duration of phases were located in homologous regions
between both populations and between chromosome groups
A, B, and D; those that are grouped in Table 6 (see also
Supplementary Fig. S1 at JXB online). On the other hand,
few QTL3environment interactions were detected (three in
Cr/Ha and two in Cd/Ka). All of them were quantitative
(i.e. the direction of allele effects was the same in each
environment) and significant at a very low level (0.05 <P
<0.01; data not shown).
As mentioned above, there were some differences in the
detection of minor QTLs between phases estimated with TS
and SE0. There were nine and seven minor QTLs in Cr/Ha
and Cd/Ka, respectively, for LS, SE, or TS–Z41, significant
only with one method or the other (Table 4). For most of
Table 4. Continued
Chromosome Trait Marker Position (cM) –log10 (P-value) Effect
Z65 (5 trials) (days) cdo949 71.7 8.9 –1.7
7B Z65 (Cd) cdo949 71.7 3.3 –9.9
LS (Cd) cdo949 71.7 4.5 –7.8
DWTS (g) stm96tctg 85.7 4.3 –0.282
7D LN14/09 gwm44 147.3 5.0 –0.038
CD873Katepwa
1B LS (Cd) psr305 172.8 5.4 11.0
SE/LS ratio psr305 172.8 3.2 –0.012
Z65 (Cd) wmc429 124.6 2.9 –9.3
1D LS (Cd) cdo580 106.4 6.8 –12.2
SE/LS ratio P39-M39-5 106.4 6.1 0.017
Z65 (Cd) Ppd-D1 50.2 91.5 68.0
LS (Cd) Ppd-D1 50.2 81.8 44.4
2D SE (Cd) Ppd-D1 50.2 28.9 21.1
TS–Z41 (Cd) Ppd-D1 50.2 26.7 21.6
SE/LS ratio Ppd-D1 50.2 3.5 –0.012
3A1 SE
a (Cd) P46-M41-6 129.6 4.4 –8.1
3A2 LS
b (Cd) P41-M39-3 184.2 2.9 10.4
4B TS–Z41 (Cd) Rht-B1 52.6 3.4 –7.1
Z41–Z65 (Cd) Rht-B1 52.6 5.8 2.3
5A1 LS
a (Cd) P36-M40-5 39.8 2.9 –10.2
SE/LS ratio gwm304 53.5 2.3 0.010
5A2 TS–Z41
b (Cd) gwm595 136.7 2.8 –6.4
SE/LS ratio gwm595 136.7 4.0 –0.013
Z65 (Cd) wmc75 91.0 3.1 9.5
5B LS (Cd) cdo504 95.9 3.8 8.9
SE/LS ratio cdo504 95.9 3.1 –0.011
6A Z65 (Cd) P37-M39-2 75.5 4.4 –11.6
SE (Cd) P37-M39-2 75.5 3.0 –6.1
6B TS–Z41a (Cd) barc178 60.7 3.8 8.1
Z41–Z65 (Cd) gwm219 43.0 3.4 –1.8
6D SEa (Cd) barc196 66.6 2.8 6.0
TS–Z41b (Cd) barc196 66.6 2.9 6.4
7A1 Z65 (Cd) wmc17 74.0 3.0 –13.6
SE (Cd) P41-M40-2 104.9 4.1 –7.5
7A2 TS–Z41 (Cd) P41-M40-2 104.9 3.5 –7.4
SE/LS ratio P41-M40-2 104.9 3.1 –0.011
Z65 (Cd) wmc405b 69.2 15.0 –24.0
7D LS (Cd) P37-M55-3 80.1 7.0 –12.2
SE (Cd) wmc405b 69.2 5.8 –10.5
TS–Z41 (Cd) P39-M49-3 69.8 4.8 –8.6
a Significant only when the phase was estimated using the onset of jointing
b Significant only when the phase was estimated using the terminal spikelet.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Fig. 6. Minuslog profiles for total time to anthesis and LS, SE, and the ratio SE/LS, in the (A) Cranbrook3Halberd and (B)
CD873Katepwa populations. Negative –log10(P-value) values indicate that the additive effect comes from Cranbrook or CD87, and
positive –log10(P-value) values, from Halberd or Katepwa. The QTL for Ppd-D1 on 2D is truncated and indicated for each trait with
arrows, to better visualize the remaining QTLs.
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these QTLs significant with only TS or the SE0, –log10(P-
value) peaks close to >2 were found on the same regions as
for the QTLs significant with the other method.
QTL analysis for other traits in the Cranbrook3Halberd
population
As expected from genetic correlations, the largest and most
significant QTLs for LNTS coincided with the most
significant for LS (on 2B1, Ppd-D1, and 2D2; Table 4). In
spite of this, there was a QTL for LNTS on 6D which was
not significant for LS. For Tillmax and Till/leaf the most
important QTL was on 7A2, followed by Ppd-D1 and the
QTL on 2B1 (all significant for LS). All the QTLs for DWTS
also coincided with QTLs significant for LS, except the
QTL on 2A. In contrast, no QTL for DW1 and LN14/09
coincided with QTLs for LS, except Ppd-D1 for DW1,
although its effect on DW1 was much smaller compared
with the effect on other traits and in the opposite direction
(the allele from Cranbrook reduced durations of all phases
except Z41–Z65, while it increased DW1).
When the QTL analyses were performed on BLUPs
estimated using LS as a covariable, only a new QTL was
found to be significant, for LNTS, distal on 2BS, and two
peaks about the –log10(P-value) threshold, on 4B and 3A
for Till/leaf (data not shown). Only the QTL on 2D2 for
LNTS was still significant, while no other QTLs were found
for LNTS, DWTS, Tillmax, and Till/leaf. On the other hand,
most QTLs for LN14/09 were maintained with almost
identical effects (except those on 2D3 and 6D), and the
QTL for DW1 on 6B (the other two, Ppd-D1 and that on
6D, were not significant using LS as covariable).
Discussion
Differences in the genetic control of pre-anthesis
phases
A wide range of genetic variability and high narrow-sense
heritabilites were observed in both Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka not
only for total time to anthesis, as previously identified by
Coleman et al. (2001) and Rebetzke et al. (2008), but also
for pre-anthesis phases, with the exception of Z41–Z65.
These reflected transgressive segregation, suggesting multi-
ple, independent alleles at different loci between the
different parents used in generating the populations (Fig. 1
and Table 1). Despite significant genetic correlations
between LS and SE in both Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka (Table 3),
there was a considerable amount of unexplained variance in
the duration of the two phases, for both populations, which
would show a partially independent genetic control between
LS and SE (Fig. 3). This was consistent with previous
studies demonstrating independent variability between pre-
heading phases (i.e. differences in pre-anthesis phases
between cultivars with a similar total time to anthesis or
heading) in wheat (Halloran and Pennell, 1982; White-
church et al., 2007) and in barley (Appleyard et al., 1982;
Kitchen and Rasmusson, 1983; Kernich et al., 1995, 1997;
Borra`s et al., 2009).
QTL analysis for anthesis in the experiments in 2006 was
consistent with the results using data from previous experi-
ments (five environments) in Cr/Ha, with the exception of
three minor QTLs (Table 4), and with some previously
reported QTLs for anthesis in both Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka
(Coleman et al., 2001; Rebetzke et al., 2008). QTLs with the
highest effects on Z65 were also the most significant for
both LS and SE in both populations. However, numerous
QTLs with different effects on LS and SE were identified in
both wheat populations, confirming that LS and SE are
partially under different genetic control (Table 4 and Fig.
6). Other studies have also identified differences in the
genetic control between stem elongation and the previous
phase in rice (Zhou et al., 2001) and barley (Borra`s-Gelonch
et al., 2010; G Borra`s-Gelonch et al., unpublished results).
The temperature-sensitive Eps-Am gene (Bullrich et al.,
2002; Appendino and Slafer, 2003) was also found to have
an effect on the duration of leaf and spikelet inititation
phases, but not on SE in wheat (Lewis et al., 2008).
Therefore, the duration of pre-anthesis phases could be
changed genetically without modifying the total time to
anthesis in wheat, as suggested by Halloran and Pennell
(1982) and Whitechurch et al. (2007), and in studies
identifying differences between pre-anthesis phases in the
sensitivity to environmental factors (photoperiod and both
vernalizing and non-vernalizing temperatures; Slafer and
Rawson, 1994, 1995; Slafer, 1996; Miralles and Richards,
2000; Gonza´lez et al., 2002). For breeding purposes, the
groups of QTLs 3 and 4 (groups defined in the ‘Results’
section) appear of real interest since they were significant
only for LS or SE, despite their effects being smaller than
those for groups of QTLs 1 and 2. As reported in Zhou
Table 5. Significant epistasis (P-value <0.01) for the two sampled
DH populations.
Effects and their standard errors (SE) are expressed as deviations
by the interaction of one allele at each locus (for each DH line it
should be multiplied by 2, as QTL effects). All phases are
expressed in Cd except for anthesis date from previous trials (Z65
in five trials, expressed in days). QTLs are designated by their
chromosome and position in cM (in parentheses).
Epistasis Trait P-value Effect SE
Cranbrook3Halberd
Ppd-D132B (63) Z65 (five trials) <0.001 –1.65 0.38
Z65 <0.001 –25.9 6.3
LS <0.001 –16.7 5.5
SE 0.002 –13.5 4.1
TS–Z41 <0.001 -14.1 3.6
2B (63)31B (99) SE 0.005 –20.1 8.4
CD873Katepwa
Ppd-D135A (136) TS–Z41 0.001 –13.7 4.4
SE/LS ratio 0.008 –0.0213 0.0106
6A (75)36D (66) SE 0.001 –15.9 4.9
7D (80)35B (95) LS 0.010 15.0 5.15
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Table 6. Genes or QTLs related to developmental time in the literature which map close (about <10 cM) to QTLs identified for the
duration of pre-anthesis phases in the present study (in the composite consensus map of wheat or others in GrainGenes) For genes, the
reference that was used to compare positions is given in the table. For QTLs, the study in which it was reported is indicated by numbers.
1Sourdille et al. (2000); 2Bo¨rner et al. (2002); 3Hanocq et al. (2004); 4Kuchel et al. (2006); 5Lin et al. (2008); 6Wang et al. (2009);
7Narasimhamoorthy et al. (2006); 8Chen et al. (2008); 9Shindo et al. (2003); 10Griffiths et al. (2009); 11Chu et al. (2008); 12Kato et al. (1999);
13Ahmed et al. (2000); 14Baga et al. (2009); 15Kulwal et al. (2003); 16Kumar et al. (2006); 17Bonnin et al. (2008).
QTLs in the
present study
Trait Other QTLs or genes in
the literature
Reference
1A (Cr/Ha) SE, SE/LS ratio Heading 2
1D (Cr/Ha) TS–Z41 Heading 2
1B (Cr/Ha) SE Heading 5, 10 (one population)
1B (Cd/Ka) LS, SE/LS ratio No. of leaves (non-vernalized
conditions)
14
1D (Cd/Ka) Z65, LS, SE/LS ratio Heading 10 (two populations), 15
2B1 (Cr/Ha) Z65, LS, SE, TS–Z41, SE/LS ratio Ppd-B1 Mohler et al. (2005)
Heading 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Photoperiod sensitivity 1
2D1 (Cr/Ha) Z65, LS, SE, TS–Z41, Z41–Z65 Ppd-D1 Present study
2D (Cd/Ka) Z65, LS, SE, TS–Z41, SE/LS ratio Heading 2, 3, 7, 6
Photoperiod sensitivity 1, 2
2D2 (Cr/Ha) LS, SE/LS ratio Earliness per se Worland et al. (1996)
Heading 5
3A (Cr/Ha) LS, SE/LS ratio Vernalization response 9
3A1 (Cd/Ka) SE –
3A2 (Cd/Ka) LS Heading 2
3B (Cr/Ha) Z41–Z65 Heading 10 (two populations)
4A (Cr/Ha) LS, SE, TS–Z41, ratio SE/LS Heading 5
4B (Cr/Ha) LS, SE (opposite effects to LS), TS–Z41, SE/LS ratio, Z65 (confidence intervals
did not overlap with LS and SE)
Rht1 (1), PhyA (2) (1) Present study, (2)
Graingenes
Heading 10
Photoperiod sensitivity 9
4B (Cd/Ka) TS–Z41, Z41–Z65 (opposite effects to TS–Z41)
5A1 (Cr/Ha) Z65 (only with five trials) Fr-A2 Kato et al. (1999); Baga
et al. (2009)
5A1 (Cd/Ka) LS, SE/LS ratio Heading QTL 1, 10, 12, 13
Frost tolerance, no. of leaves 14
Photoperiod sensitivity 9
Earliness per se 12
5A2 (Cr/Ha) Z65, LS, SE/LS ratio VRN-A1 Galiba et al. (1995); Snape
et al. (2001)
Length (cm) of elongated stem 8
Heading 3, 4, 11, 12
Vernalization requirement 3, 12
Earliness per se (linked to Q
gene)
12
5A3 (Cr/Ha) SE, Z41–Z65, SE/LS ratio VRN-A2 Distelfeld et al. (2009)
5A2 (Cd/Ka) TS–Z41, SE/LS ratio Heading 10 (three populations)
5B (Cr/Ha) LS VRN-B1 To´th et al. (2003)
5B (Cd/Ka) Z65, LS, SE/LS ratio Vernalization requirement 3, 9
Heading 3, 9, 11
Photoperiod sensitivity 9
6A (Cd/Ka) Z65, SE Heading 10 (two populations)
6B (Cd/Ka) TS–Z41, Z41–Z65 (opposite effects to TS–Z41) Heading 10 (one population)
6D1 (Cr/Ha) Z65 (only five trials) Heading 4
6D (Cd/Ka) SE, TS–Z41
7A2 (Cr/Ha) Z65, LS, SE, TS–Z41 TaFTA Bonnin et al. (2008)
7A1 (Cd/Ka) Z65 Heading 4, 9, 10 (two populations),
13, 16, 17
No. of leaves 14
Vernalization response 17
Photoperiod sensitivity 9, 17
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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et al. (2001) and Borra`s-Gelonch et al. (2010), more QTLs
for the duration of phenological phases can be found when
partitioning the total time to anthesis to different phases,
which may in turn allow more genetic factors in breeding
for fine-tuning crop development. Although the number of
environments is too limited in the present work for studying
genotype3environment interactions, these are expected to
be low for durations of phases if photoperiod and
temperature conditions are similar across environments
(e.g. similar latitude, sowing period). Actually the overall
genotype3environment in the present study was very small
compared with the main genotypic effects. Moreover,
genetic factors responsible for differences in the SE/LS ratio
could be well maintained under different conditions of
photoperiod and temperature (within the range for most
areas in which wheat is grown), as observed in barley
(G Borra`s-Gelonch et al., unpublished results), which would
be more interesting for breeding purposes.
There was even a different genetic control between the
subphases within SE (Table 4, and Supplementary Fig. S2
at JXB online), a result also found in barley by G Borra`s-
Gelonch et al. (unpublished results). Three of the QTLs
significant for Z41–Z65 were also significant for the pre-
vious phase (TS–Z41) but with opposite sign, which could
explain the negative correlations between the two phases
within SE. Negative correlations and QTLs with opposite
effects between these two phases within SE were also
observed in barley (G Borra`s-Gelonch et al., unpublished
results). These results could reflect that longer durations of
the previous phases might delay Z41–Z65 to more inductive
conditions of longer photoperiod and warmer air temper-
atures. This could be the case for Ppd-D1, with strong
effects on all previous phases, but it seems less clear for the
other two QTLs found in Cd/Ka (on 4B on the Rht-B1
position, and on 6B), as they were significant for TS–Z41,
not for previous phases, and with smaller effects. Nevertheless,
a highly significant QTL on chromosome 5A and another
on 3B in Cr/Ha were found for Z41–Z65, with their effect
independent of other phases.
Use of terminal spikelet versus the onset of stem
elongation
In the present study, SE0 coincided in most plants between
the lemma and the floret primordium stage, in agreement
with Kirby and Appleyard (1981), Kirby et al. (1994), and
McMaster (1997, and several references cited therein).
However, a range of differences, although not large, was
still observed among genotypes (;35 Cd and 60 Cd, or 3
d and 6 d, for Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka, respectively; Fig. 2). This
range of differences between SE0 and TS was not explained
well by genetic factors (heritabilities for this difference were
very small, 0.30 and 0.08 for Cr/Ha and Cd/Ka, respec-
tively; data not shown), and therefore could reflect error
associated with both methods since no method proved to be
more effective than the other (similar size of the residual
and the genotype3site interaction relative to genotypic
effects, Table 1). Nevertheless high genetic correlations were
found between LS estimated with the SE0 and with TS, and
the results were very similar between both methods
(genotypic ranges, heritabilities, and genetic correlations),
with only differences in the detection of minor QTLs (Table
4). This is in agreement with the literature and the close
relationship between the apex stage and the elongation of
the first internode (Kirby and Appleyard, 1981; Kirby et al.,
1994; McMaster, 1997). Moreover, this close relationship is
maintained under both short and long photoperiods and
between gibberellin-sensitive and -insensitive genotypes
(Rashid and Halloran, 1984).
If the objective were focused on detecting minor QTLs,
more frequent samplings would be required (i.e. twice
rather than once per week), although this may be difficult
for the determination of TS for a large set of genotypes as
in the present study, since it requires dissection of many
plants. Given the high heritabilities and the strong genetic
correlations between the same phases estimated with TS and
SE0, both methods would be appropriate if combining both
phenotypic and marker-assisted selection in a breeding
programme.
Location of QTLs for pre-anthesis phases
Some of the QTLs for duration of pre-anthesis phases were
located in homologous regions between chromosome
groups (Table 6, Supplementary Fig. S1 at JXB online).
Table 6 summarizes genes and QTLs related to development
identified in the literature and for duration of pre-anthesis
phases in the present study. Some of the QTLs (e.g. on
groups 2, 5, and 7) were located close to regions where
several authors identified effects on heading or other traits
Table 6. Continued
QTLs in the
present study
Trait Other QTLs or genes in
the literature
Reference
7A3 (Cr/Ha) SE, SE/LS ratio –
7A2 (Cd/Ka) SE, TS–Z41, SE/LS ratio
7B (Cr/Ha) Z65, LS Heading 4
Photoperiod sensitivity 9
7D (Cd/Ka) Z65, LS, SE, TS–Z41 TaFTD Bonnin et al. (2008)
Heading 1, 6, 8, 10 (one population),
14, 17
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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related to development, while other QTLs (e.g. those on
groups 1, 3, 4, and 6, significant for only LS or SE) were
located in regions where few QTLs related to development
have been previously reported.
Ppd-D1 had the strongest effect on all phases (except
Z41–Z65) in both populations, and accounts for the bi-
modal shape in the distribution of DH lines from Cd/Ka.
Its greater effect on LS than on SE was more evident in Cd/
Ka (for this population it was also significant for the SE/LS
ratio). The QTL on 2B1 in Cr/Ha was also located very
close to the position of Ppd-B1 (Scarth and Law, 1983;
Worland, 1996; Sourdille et al., 2000; Mohler et al., 2004).
The homologous group of genes PpD-A1, Ppd-B1, and Ppd-
D1 are known to produce strong differences in heading time
under short photoperiod conditions, whereas they have no,
or only minor, effects under long photoperiod conditions
(Worland, 1996, and references therein, and references in
Table 6). Thus, the longer photoperiod experienced during
SE could explain, at least in part, the smaller effect on this
phase, consistent with Foulkes et al. (2004). Other studies
on Ppd-B1 and Ppd-D1 alleles, using chromosome sub-
stitution lines, reported differences in duration and in
sensitivity to photoperiod between pre-anthesis phases (un-
der both constant and increasing photoperiod conditions),
although the results differed depending on genetic back-
ground and environmental conditions of each study, so
these differences could not be attributed to particular Ppd
alleles (see also the results and the review by Gonza´lez et al.,
2005). The different epistatic effects involving Ppd-D1
found in both populations in the present study may reflect
differences in Ppd-D1 effects due to different genetic back-
grounds, as suggested in those studies (Table 5). Another
QTL on 2D in Cr/Ha, significant for LS but not for SE
(Table 4 and Fig. 6), is located close to the centromere near
the location of the Eps-2D gene (Worland, 1996).
QTLs on chromosomes 5A1 and 5B in Cr/Ha, and on 5B
in Cd/Ka, significant for only LS, map in the vicinity of
Vrn-A1 and Vrn-B1 (Galiba et al., 1995; Sarma et al., 2000;
To´th et al., 2003). Temperatures during LS in the experi-
mental conditions of the present study appeared sufficient
to satisfy any vernalization response, so these QTLs could
be other genes, such as the earliness per se gene (and
a hypothetical homologue on chromosome 5B) found on
5A by Kato et al. (2002), which also maps close to Vrn-A1
and the Q gene. The other QTL more distal on chromosome
5AL in Cr/Ha mapped close to Vrn-A2 (Dubcovsky et al.,
1996; Distelfeld et al., 2009), but it seems unlikely that the
QTL on 5A2 was Vrn-A2 since it was only significant for SE
and Z41–Z65. Another QTL was also found on 5A (only
for LS) in Cd/Ka in a different region, close to the
centromere and the location of Fr-A2 (see references in
Table 6). QTLs on chromosome group 7 are located in
homologous regions, although it seems that there could be
more than one QTL, at least on 7A in Cr/Ha, since another
QTL for SE was detected with an opposite genetic effect on
the same chromosome. QTLs on 7A and 7D are located
close to the TaFTA and TaFTD positions, respectively,
whereas QTLs on 7B map quite distantly from TaFTB
(Vrn-B3) (Bonnin et al., 2008).
On chromosome groups 1, 3, 4, and 6, few studies in the
literature were found reporting QTLs that mapped close to
the QTLs identified in the present study (Table 6). QTLs on
1A and 1D in Cr/Ha seem to be in homologous regions, on
the short arms (Supplementary Fig. S1 at JXB online), while
QTLs on long arms for LS (1B) and Z65 (1D) in Cd/Ka were
found in regions where possible homologues to Eps-Am and
Ppd-H2, respectively, could be located (Bullrich et al., 2002;
Griffiths et al., 2009). On 4B, the QTLs in Cd/Ka mapped
to the Rht-B1 position (for TS–Z41 and Z41–Z65, with
opposite effects between both), and close to it in Cr/Ha but
with opposite effects between LS and SE. In studies
comparing near-isogenic lines differing for Rht dwarfing
alleles (gibberellin-sensitive/insensitive), the timing of pheno-
logical stages was not modified (Youssefian et al., 1992;
Miralles and Slafer, 1997). They could correspond to another
linked gene, as Shindo et al. (2003) also found a QTL for
photoperiod sensitivity in a position close to Rht-B1.
Traits related to leaf and tiller appearance, and dry
weight before the terminal spikelet stage
There was considerable genetic variability and heritability
for LN14/09, which could be considered as a surrogate of
rate of leaf appearance (Tables 1, 2). Variability between
wheat genotypes has been documented in several studies in
the rate of leaf appearance or phyllochron (in both spring
and winter wheats, e.g. Kirby et al., 1985; Frank and Bauer,
1995), and similar heritabilities (or even higher) for
phyllochron in DH populations have been reported both in
barley (Dofing, 1999; Borra`s et al., 2009) and in rice
(Miyamoto et al., 2004). Phyllochron is known to be
affected by temperature and photoperiod, and to a much
lesser extent by nutrient and water availability (e.g. Slafer
and Rawson, 1997; McMaster, 1997, and several references
therein). In the present study there was little relationship
between LN14/09 and the duration of LS (confirmed in the
subset of lines for which phyllochron was estimated more
accurately; Figs 4, 5), and no QTL coincided between both
traits (Table 4; Supplementary Fig. S1 at JXB online). Lack
of a relationship between phyllochron and duration of LS
between genotypes has been also observed in barley
(Kernich et al., 1997; Borra`s et al., 2009; Borra`s-Gelonch
et al., 2010) and wheat (Regan et al., 1992). Moreover, in
a DH barley population, QTLs responsible for a different
partitioning of total time to heading in LS and SE did not
coincide with QTLs for phyllochron (Borra`s-Gelonch et al.,
2010), as in the present study. Therefore, it seems that
genetic modification of durations of different pre-anthesis
phases through breeding might have little or no direct
impact on the rate of leaf appearance.
Although tillering traits are far more influenced than leaf
appearance by environmental factors such as nutrient and
water availability (McMaster, 1997, and several references
therein), there were large genotypic differences in Tillmax
and Till/leaf between DH lines in the Cr/Ha population
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(Tables 1, 2). This is consistent with studies reporting large
differences in tillering attributes among wheat genotypes
(e.g. Kirby et al., 1985; McMaster, 1997, and several
references therein). Despite this, the range of variability
(relative to mean SED) and heritability for the Haun stage
at cessation of tillering (LNTillmax) was much smaller than
for Tillmax and Till/leaf, consistent with what was reported
for a barley DH population (Borra`s et al., 2009). The
maximum number of tillers in the Cr/Ha population was
largely related to variation in the rate of tiller appearance
(Till/leaf for the whole population, or directly the rate of
tillering in the subset of lines calculated using both thermal
time and number of leaves), but not with the rate of leaf
appearance and timing of tillering cessation (Fig. 4). These
results are also in agreement with the study of Borra`s et al.
(2009), in which the maximum number of tillers was not
genetically correlated with phyllochron.
Despite the fact that genetic correlations between LS and
both Tillmax and Till/leaf were not so strong as with LNTS
and DWTS (Figs 4, 5) (LS explained only 35% of the
variability in Tillmax and Till/leaf for the whole popula-
tion), little evidence was found of genetic factors controlling
Tillmax and Till/leaf independently of the duration of LS in
the Cr/Ha population, since all QTLs for Tillmax and Till/
leaf coincided with QTLs for LS (although with differences
in the significance between traits; Table 4; Supplementary
Fig. S1 at JXB online). Further, when analysed with LS as
a covariable, heritability was considerably reduced and no
significant QTLs were identified for Tillmax and Till/leaf
(Tables 1, 4). Interestingly, QTLs highlighted before as
those potentially most useful for manipulating the duration
of specific phases, since they were significant only for either
LS or SE, were not significant for Tillmax and Till/leaf.
Thus, there would be still scope for manipulating the
duration of pre-anthesis phases without modifying the
tillering capacity.
On the other hand, LNTillmax was controlled by QTLs
different from those controlling LS (Table 4). Although
tillering ceases around the terminal spikelet stage (Kirby
et al., 1985), in the present study no significant genetic
correlations between LNTillmax and LS or LNTS were found
(Fig. 4). Nevertheless the genetic variability in the Cr/Ha
population for this trait was rather restricted and heritabil-
ity was quite low (0.25). Similar results on the Haun stage at
tillering cessation have also been found in barley (Borra`s
et al., 2009; Borra`s-Gelonch et al. 2010).
The two traits that presented the highest genetic correla-
tions with LS were LNTS and DWTS, as expected given the
wide variability for LS (much higher than for LN14/09).
However, it has been shown that extending the duration of
SE increases the dry weight of spikes and, thus, the number
of fertile florets at anthesis, to increase final grain number
(Miralles et al., 2000; Gonza´lez et al., 2003). In turn, the
highest rate of dry matter accumulation during SE and the
longer duration of SE could compensate for any difference
in dry matter at TS (when comparing lines with a similar
time to anthesis).
Dry weight per plant (from the first sampling, DW1)
reflected differences in early vigour and was slightly but
negatively correlated with duration of LS. The lack of
a genetic relationship between DW1 and LS was confirmed
with the analysis using LS as a covariable. Some authors
have shown that early vigour (dry weight and leaf area) is
closely related to traits such as leaf size and coleoptile tiller
appearance and size (Rebetzke and Richards, 1999;
Rebetzke et al., 2001), but the association with developmen-
tal time seems less clear. Regan et al. (1992) did not find an
association between dry weight of the most vigorous
cultivars and thermal time to double ridge or to terminal
spikelet. However, other authors have reported that an
earlier commencement of reproductive development was
associated with greater early growth when comparing
different temperate grass species (Kemp, 1988; Lo´pez-
Castan˜eda and Richards, 1994), and when comparing
cultivars within the same species (in wheat, Davidson et al.,
1990; and in barley, van Oosterom and Acevedo, 1992; both
studies including spring and winter cultivars).
Conclusions
In relation to duration of developmental phases: (i) genotypic
differences in flowering across two wheat populations
assessed in multiple environments reflected some known
major flowering genes, and other minor QTLs located in
genomic regions where QTLs for heading date were pre-
viously reported in other populations; (ii) results for the
different pre-anthesis phases were very similar using both
terminal spikelet and the onset of jointing, although some
minor QTLs were significant only with one of the two
methods; (iii) LS and SE were partially under different
genetic control and, interestingly for breeding purposes, most
of these differences were due to several minor QTLs
that were significant for only LS or SE; (iv) importantly,
more QTLs could be detected when analysing different pre-
anthesis phases than total time to anthesis, which may be
useful to improve understanding and manipulation of genetic
factors regulating developmental time; (v) there was also an
apparent partially different genetic control for the two
subphases within SE, although heritabilities for the duration
of flag leaf appearance to anthesis were much smaller than
for the remaining phases; and (vi) most of the QTLs
significant for only LS or SE did not seem to coincide with
major genes reported in the literature. In relation to growth:
(i) the rate of leaf appearance was not genetically correlated
with LS; (ii) some tillering traits including maximum tiller
number and tillers/leaf were positively genetically correlated
with LS, although changing durations in LS and SE without
modifying the total time to heading (by those QTLs only
significant for LS or SE) would not necessarily imply
a reduction in the tillering capacity in the studied popula-
tions; and, finally, (iii) dry weight per plant at early stages
was slightly but negatively related to the duration of LS, so
reducing LS would not produce a reduction in early vigour.
These conclusions are relevant for a better understanding of
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genetic factors regulating development in wheat, and may
offer more tools for genetically fine-tuning it to improve both
adaptability and yield potential. Therefore, assessing the
durations of different pre-anthesis phases may be worthwhile
in future research if the objective is focused on developmen-
tal time.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at JXB online.
Figure S2. Minuslog profiles for TS–Z41 and Z41–Z65 in
the (A) Cranbrook3Halberd and (B) CD873Katepwa
populations.
Figure S1. Linkage maps for Cranbrook3Halberd (Cr/
Ha) and CD873Katepwa (Cd/Ka) indicating the 2–
–log10(P-value) interval from CIM for key development
phases measured in two environments.
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